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A common assumption underlying most formal theo-
ries of actions, such as [Sandewall, 1992; Gelfond and
Lifschitz, 1993; Kartha and Lifschitz, 1994; Thielscher,
1994], is that state transitions in dynamic systems only
occur when some agent executes an action--otherwise
the state of the system is assumed to be stable. As
pointed out for instance in [Pollack, 1992], this view is
often too restrictive if one intends to model realistic sce-
narios where one ore more autonomous agents act in a
complex world. In this paper, we present an alternative
theory of dynamic systems that is based on a different
paradigm: State transitions naturally occur while time
passes by. A reasoning agent might influence and direct
the development of the system by initiating actions but
the system is not assumed to pause in case there are no
explicit actions}

The aim of this paper is to develop a logic-oriented,
formal theory of dynamically changing worlds and the
process of acting in them. We will show that our
view naturally provides two main characteristic features:
First of all, the notion of parallelism, which includes the
concurrent execution of actions as well as the simultane-
ous occurrence of events, is an intrinsic element of our
theory. Secondly, since parallelism means that normally
the various changes during a state transition are simulta-
neously caused by several reasons, we can easily model
delayed effects of actions by initiating additional inde-
pendent events which eventually trigger a particular ef-
fect.

When specifying a dynamic system, a major chal-
lenge is to find a compact description of the underlying
causal model, which defines the space of possible state
changes in the course of time. Our theory includes these
two fundamental concepts: the persistence assumption2,

which enables one to state explicitly only the things that
change during a single state transition while everything
else is implicitly assumed to remain as it is. Secondly,
atomic causal laws are used to state relationships be-
tween single cause-effect-pairs. Then, usually several of
these atomic laws apply to the current state of a dy-
namic system so that a combination of laws determines
the complete transition step. The use of atomic causal
relationships is especially necessary in theories which in-

IA similar principle was recently introduced in [Grofle,
1994] in the context of a modal logic approach to reasoning
about actions.

~also called frame assumption or inertia principle

volve concurrency of actions and events.
The major application of formal specifications of dy-

namic systems is to address one of the following three
problem categories:

¯ In a temporal projection problem, one is interested in
the result of executing a particular sequence of actions
starting in a particular state of the system.

¯ A planning problem is the question whether a se-
quence of actions, taken as a plan, can be found whose
execution in the system results in the satisfaction of
a given goal. Below, we will illustrate that our the-
ory enables us to formulate general planning problems
where, in contrast to the classical AI definition of plan-
ning, the properties we strive for can be distributed
over several states of the system and need not neces-
sarily be satisfied in a single final state, until otherwise
required.

¯ In a postdiction problems, one is faced with a num-
ber of observations regarding a system’s development
during a specific period. These observations are used
to derive more information about what has happened.
Our theory generalizes former work such as [Sande-
wall, 1992; Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1993] in so far as
the sequence of actions performed during the period
in question can as well contain uncertainties so that
the given observations may also give rise to additional
knowledge about this sequence.

In the course of this paper, we will give precise definitions
of all these three problem categories in terms of our the-
ory. We will illustrate that this results in a model-based
semantics for formal specifications of dynamic systems
along with particular problem instances, which enables
us to define solutions to such problems in terms of logical
entailment.

Specifying Dynamic Systems

A formal specification of a dynamic system consists of
these two components: a collection offluents [McCarthy
and Hayes, 1969], which are used to describe particular
states of the system. For sake of simplicity, we restrict
attention to a finite set of propositional constants here.
The second component describes the behavior of the sys-
tem as regards state transitions. In this and the next
two sections, we focus on deterministic dynamic systems.

3called chronicle completion in [Sandcwall, 1992]
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This is refected in the following definition where a tran-
sition function determines unique successor states.

Definition 1 A deterministic, propositional dynamic
system is a pair (Y:, ~) consisting of a finite set of sym-
bols Y:, called fluents, and a partially defined mapping

: C ~-, C, called causal model, on a particular set of
subsets of :~, i.e. C C 23. ¯

Each subset s of Y= determines a (not necessarily pos-
sible) state of the dynamic system at hand. Each fluent
f E s is then said to be true in s while each fluent
f E ~\s is taken to be false. The set C is intended
to contain all so-called consistent states--only for these
states s the successor state @(s) is defined through the
exhaustively given causal model.

Based on the notion of truth concerning single fluents
and states, we can construct (propositional) formulae
and define a corresponding entailment relation following
the standard way:

Definition 2 Let Y= be a set of fluents. The set of
fluent formulae (over Y= ) is the smallest set such that
each element f E ~ is a fluent formula; and if F and G
both are fluent formulae then -~F, (F ^ G), (F V 
and (F---* G) are also fluent formulae.

Given a state s C ~" and a fluent formula F, the
notion of F being true in s, written s ~ F, is defined
as follows:

¯ s~f ifffEs where fEY~.

¯ s~--F iff s~:F.
¯ s~(FAG) iffboth s ~F and s~G.
¯ s~(FVG) itf s~F or s~G (or both).
¯ s~(F---,G) iff s~:F or s~G (or both).

Fluent formulae can be used, for instance, to specify con-
sistency of states more compactly by means of a partic-
ular formula c such that a state s E ~ is defined to be
consistent iff s ~ c. Then, the set C, which contains all
consistent states of a dynamic system (see Definition 1),
is implicitly given by C : {s C_/=Is ~ c}.

In order to integrate the paradigm mentioned in the
introduction, we call some distinguished fluents Y=a C Y~
actions; these are fluents which an agent can make true
in the current state in order to influence the system’s
behavior. Hence, actions are nothing else than elements
of a state description. The formal notion of executing
actions will be given below.

Example 1 To formalize a basic version of the Yale
Shooting domain [Hanks and McDermott, 1987], con-
sider the set offluents ~ = {alive, loaded, load, shoot} --
where alive and loaded are used to describe the state
of the turkey and the gun, respectively, while load and
shoot are action fluents to describe the events of loading
the gun and shooting with it, respectively. The par-
ticular state s = {alive, load} C_ ~’, for instance, de-
scribes the facts that the turkey is alive, that the gun
is unloaded, and that the agent intends to execute the
action load. The successor state ~(s) might then 
defined as {alive, loaded}, stating that the turkey is still
alive and that the gun is now loaded. Furthermore, one

might wish to specify that the agent cannot simultane-
ously load the gun and shoot. This can be achieved by
means of the consistency criterion c = -~(load A shoot)
such that, say, s ~ c due to {alive, load} ~: shoot. ¯

Causal Laws
The main challenge when specifying the causal model of
a dynamic system is the problem of finding a compact
representation of the corresponding causal model ~.
The most fundamental concept related to this is the
persistence principle which enables us to only spec-
ify the fluents that change their value during a par-
ticular state transition while all other fluents are im-
plicitly taken to keep their value [McCarthy, 1963;
McCarthy and Hayes, 1969; Ford and Hayes, 1991;
Bibel and Thielscher, 1994].

In our theory, we make a distinction between so-called
static fluents ~’, that "tend to persist," i.e. which are
assumed to keep their value until the contrary is explic-
itly stated (and, hence, to which the persistence assump-
tion should apply), and so-called momentary fluents ~-,~
that "tend to disappear" [Lifschitz and Rabinov, 1989].
For instance, shooting with a previously loaded gun
causes a bang which, however, does not persist and
abates immediately. As an important category of mo-
mentary fluents we have the action fuents ~’a. Alto-
gether, the set offluents ~" describing a dynamic system
consists essentially of three components (Y:,,Y:m, ~’~)
where ~’a C_ Y~,n and Y~, n :T~ : 0.

Based on this sophistication, the persistence principle
is integrated into our framework by defining that, for
each state s, the successor state O(s) is specified via
an associated triple of sets of fluents /sf-, sf+, mr+/.
Here, sf- contains the static fluents which change their
truth value to false during the state transition, i.e. which
are removed from s; sf+ contains the static fluents
which change their truth value to true, i.e. which are
added to s; and mf+ contains all momentary fluents
which are true in ~(s). All other static fluents in 

¯ continue to be element of &(s) while all momentary
fluents except those in mf+ shall not be contained in
the resulting state.

Example 2 Consider an extension of the Yale Shoot-
ing domain with fluents (Y=, = {alive, loaded}, Y:m =
{bang, bullet, load, shoot}, = {load, shoot}), where
the new momentary fluents bang and bullet describe,
respectively, the temporary acoustical occurrence of a
shot and a flying bullet. We then might have the follow-
ing extract of the causal model specification:

State s : (sf-, 8f+, mf+)

{alive, loaded, shoot} : ({loaded}, 0, {bang, bullet})
{alive, bang, bullet} : ({alive}, ¢l, O)

In words, shooting with a previously loaded gun causes
the gun to become unloaded ( loaded E sf- ) and the oc-
currence of two events, bang and bullet ; and the flying
bullet is intended to hit the turkey and, hence, causes it
to drop dead ( alive E sf- ) during the following state
transition. This example illustrates how our paradigm
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allows for a natural formalization of delayed effects (here
the victim’s death as a final result of having shot with the
gun). Using this specification, we obtain, for instance,
¯ (~({ative, loaded, ,hoot})) = ~({alive, bang, bullet}) 
0. Note that finally both fluents bang and bnllet dis-
appear automatically because they are momentary. ̄

Although the persistence assumption allows for a com-
paction of defining a successor state ~(s) by provid-
ing an instruction how to compute it, the formalization
above still requires an exhaustive description as regards
the space of states a. Therefore, the second major prin-
ciple towards a compact specification of the behavior
of a dynamic system consists in splitting the definition
of a single state transition into separate atomic laws of
causality, which then are usually applicable in multiple
states. This is especially necessary in theories which
involve concurrency since it enables one to specify the
effects of each single action (or event like bullet ) sepa-
rately:

Definition 3 Let :7: _- yr 0yrra be a set of static
and momentary fluents. A structure c : (sf-, ,f+, mf+)

is called a causal law if c C yr, called the condition;
sf-, sf+ C_ :7, ; and mf+ C ~’m. ¯

Hence, as before a causal law consists of three sets of fiu-
ents specifying the desired effects. A law is applicable in
a state whenever its condition is contained in the state
description. 4 In what follows, to select the four com-
ponents of some causal law l = c : (,f-, ,f+, mr+), we
use the four functions cond(l) :: c, static-(~) :: sf-,
,tatic+(t) := ,f+ and moment+(t) := mf+.

For convenience, we furthermore use the following ab-
breviation to describe the result of applying a set of
causal laws £ to some state s :

,) d.j ((, \ ,tati -(O) 
u U, ,tatic+(t) u U, c moment+(O

where ~’,n denotes the set of momentary fiuents con-
sidered in the dynamic system at hand. Hence, we first
remove from s all static fluents that are supposed to
become false by some causal law in £; afterwards, all
momentary fiuents are removed; and finally, all static
and all momentary fluents that are supposed to become
true by some law in £ are added.

Example 3 Consider the two causal laws

I Condition : (sf-, sf+, raf+)

tt I {shoot, loaded} : ({loaded}, 0, {bang, bullet}) (1)

I { bullet, alive} : ({ali e}, 0,0)
whose conditions both are satisfied in the state s =
{alive, loaded, bullet, shoot} (where bullet might result
from a previous shot). We obtain Trans({gl, ez}, s) 
{bang, bullet}. ¯

4It is for the sake of simplicity why we have restricted the
condition of a causal law to a set of fluents and defined ap-
pllcability as validity of the conjunction of these fluents in the
state at hand. It is however natural and straightforward to
consider arbitrary fluent formulae (c.f. Definition 2) instead.

It is of course important to be aware of the possibility
that the simultaneous occurrence of two or more actions
(or events) might have different effects than their sepa-
rate occurrence. As an example, consider a table with a
glass of water on it. Lifting the table on any side causes
the water to be spilled whereas nothing similar happens
if it is lifted simultaneously on opposite sides. In terms of
our theory, we can specify this situation by three causal
laws, namely

Condition : (s/-, s/+, m/+)

tt {l ft-left} : (O, O, {wate,-sp lld) (2)
12 {lift-right} : (O, 0, {water-,pills))
ls {lift-left, lift-right} : (0, 0, ¢)

where lift-left and lift-right both are action fiuents and
water-spills too is a momentary fluent. Unfortunately,
however, according to the above description, each law is
applicable in the state s = {lift-left, lift-right}, thus de-
termining the unintended result Trans( { £1, £z, ga } , s) 
{water-spills}.

In order to avoid this kind of counterintuitive behav-
ior, we employ an additional criterion to suppress the ap-
plication of some causal law as soon as, roughly spoken,
more specific information is available (see also [Baral and
Gelfond, 1993; Hflldobler and Thielscher, 1993]). For in-
stance, Law £8 in (2) should override £1 and £2 when-
ever it is applicable. Formally, we introduce the following
partial ordering on causal laws:

Definition 4 A causal law £1 is more specific than a
causal law £2, written gl -~ £2, iff eond(gl) D cond(t~).

For instance, £s -~ ll and la -~ gz but neither gl "~ g2
nor gz -~ ~1 in (2).5

Based on the specificity criterion, the causal model of
a dynamic system is obtained from a set of causal laws
as follows:
Definition 5 Let ~r be a set of fiuents and £ a set
of causal laws. For each (consistent) state s over ~r let
£(s) denote the set

Then, ~(s):= Trans(£(s),s). ¯

In words, £(s) contains each causal law l E £ which 
applicable in s (i.e. cond(~) C s ) unless there is a more
specific law ~ ~ /: that is also applicable (i.e. ~ -~
and cond(£’) C s ).

For instance, since the first two causal laws in (2)
are less specific than the third one, we now obtain, due
to £({lift-left, lift-right}) {£3}, th e successor state
¯ ({lift-left, lift-right}) = 0 as intended. On the other
hand, we still obtain, say, ~({lift-left}) = {water-spills}

~If we allow arbitrary fluent formulae as conditions of
causal laws (c.f. Footnote 4), then a law with condition 
is said to be mo~e specific than a law with condition ca iff
Vs. s ~ c~ --* ca and ~s. s ~ -~(ca -+ c~). In the propositional
case, this is obviously still decidable and a corresponding de-
pendence graph could be computed in a pre-processing step.
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because Law ts, though more specific than ~1, is not
applicable in this case.

One should be aware of the fact that nonetheless it
might well happen that two most specific applicable laws
have mutually exclusive effects. A reasonable way to
handle this problem will be proposed and formalized be-
low. For the moment, we assume that the combination
of most specific causal laws never leads to contradictory
fluent values, i.e., more formally, that

U ,tatic-(t) n U ,tatic+(l) = 0 (3)

for each (consistent) state s (where £(s) is as in 
nition 5).

A Model-Based Semantics

Based on the specification of state transition in a dy-
namic system, we can define its behavior over a longer
period and under the influence of one or more agents.
To direct the development of a system, these agents are
able to (simultaneously) execute actions. The execution
of one or more actions in a particular state is modeled
by adding the corresponding set of action fluents to the
state descriptions before applying the transition func-
tion. Since we take action fluents as momentary, these
are usually removed during a state transition. The fol-
lowing definition formalizes this concept and extends it
to the application of sequences of sets of actions:

Definition 6 Let (Y:, ~) be a dynamic system with
action fluents ~’a C ~’, and let p = [al,..., an] ( n ___ 0 
be a sequence of sets of action fluents (i.e. a~ C_ Yra 
and let so be a consistent state. Then, the application
of p to so yields an infinite sequence of system states
(sl,..., sn, sn+l,.. "/ where

¯ Sl ~ S0 U al,
¯ s~+l = ~(s~) Ua~+l for each l_<i<n,and
¯ si+x = q~(sl) for each i >__ 

provided each state st,...,sn is consistent--otherwise
the application of p to so is undefined. If it is defined,
then the triple (p, so, (st,...)) is development. ¯

Note that some sets of actions al might be empty, i.e.
the agent has the possibility to pause for a moment and
let the system act autonomously. Note further that, af-
ter having executed the entire sequence of actions, the
resulting state is not necessarily stable, i.e. the system
might run into a limit cycle by oscillating among a num-
ber of states. Although a transition function q~ should
be designed such that no inconsistent state results from
a consistent one (c.f. Definition 1), the process of adding
action fluents may cause some state si to become incon-
sistent. This is the reason for the additional consistency
requirement above.

Example 4 Consider the Yale Shooting domain in the
formalization of Example 2 along with the causal model
determined by the two causal laws in (1). The appli-
cation of the sequence [~, {,hoot}] to the initial state
so = {bang, alive, loaded} yields

sl = so U 0 = {bang, alive, loaded}

s2 = ¢(sl) u {,hoot} = (alive, loaded, shoot}
sz = ~(s2) = {alive, bang, bullet}

¯ 4 = = 0
8S = ~(84) = ¢

In the course of the development of a system, we can
make observations concerning its various states. An ob-
servation can be formulated as a fluent formula associ-
ated with a particular time point. We then call a formal
development in the sense of Definition 6 a model of an
observation iff the corresponding fluent formula is true
in the corresponding state of the development:
Definition 7 Let (:7=, q~) be a dynamic system. 
expression [i]¢ is called an observation if i E ~10 and ~b
is a fluent formula. Such an observation holds in a de-
velopment (p, s0, (st,...)) iff s~ ~ ~b. model of a
set ¯ of observations is a development where each ele-
ment of ¯ holds. ¯

For instance, [O]alive A -.bullet and [3]-.alive are two
observations that can be formulated in our Yale Shoot-
ing domain. Then, this development is a model wrt the
causal laws in (1):

lo d,d}, [{,hoot}],
({alive, loaded, shoot}, {alive, bang, bullet}, 0, 0,...) 

due to so = {alive, loaded} ~ alive A -.bullet and
s8 = ~ ~ -.alive. The reader is invited to verify that
not only in this development but in each model of our
observations the additional observation [1] shoot A loaded
holds--hence, we are allowed to conclude that a shoot
action must have taken place and that the gun was nec-
essarily loaded at the beginning.

In general, we define the following notion of entailment
over the space of observations:
Definition 8 Let (#r q~) be a dynamic system and
a set of observations. ¯ entails an additional obser-
vation [i]¢, written q~ ~. [i]¢, iff [i]¢ holds in each
model of q~. ¯

Based on this model-based theory of dynamic systems,
we can classify some important and well-known problem
categories as instances, depending on what information
is provided:
¯ A temporal projection problem consists of an initial

state so and a sequence of sets of actions p =
[at,...,a,~]. The question is to compute the result-
ing state after having applied p to so ¯
In terms of our theory, the problem is essentially to
find a model for the particular set of observations that
describe the given initial state and exactly those oc-
currences of action fluents which are determined by p,
i.e.
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where Yra denotes the underlying action fluents.
¯ A classical planning problem consists of an initial

state so and a fluent formula g, called the goal.
The question is to tlnd a sequence of sets of actions p
whose application to so yields a sequence of system
states containing one particular state sn which satis-
fies g.
In terms of our theory, the problem is essentially to
find a model for this set of observations:

[n]g }
for some n E IN.

¯ A postdiction problem consists of a set of observa-
tions ¯ and a sequence of sets of actions p =
[at,...,an]. The question is to decide whether an
additional observation is a logical consequence of this
scenario.
In terms of our theory, the problem is essentially to
decide entailment wrt the particular set of observa-
tions that include the given ones and describe exactly
those occurrences of action fluents which are deter-
mined by p, i.e.

q~u{ [1] f A

[n] Asia,. f ^ At~o\°,, -~f }.

Due to the fact that our theory generalizes several formal
approaches to reasoning about actions, we can, for in-
stance, formulate more general planning problems where
the initial situation is only partially defined and where
the goal specification is not necessarily required to hold
in a single state. Or, we can formulate general post-
diction problems where the sequence of actions is only
partially known etc.

Non-Determinism
In this section, we extend the concepts developed so far
to so-called non-deterministic dynamic systems. Non-
determinism occurs when there is uncertainty about the
successor state even in case the current state is com-
pletely known. This is reflected in the following defin-
ition where the causal model consists of a relation on
pairs of states instead of a function as in Definition 1:
Definition 9 A non-deterministic, propositional dy-
namic system is a pair (yr, 4) consisting of a set of flu-
ents yr and a relation¯ : ~c2 x2~. ¯
Given a state s C_ yr each sI with (s, I) ¯¯ is called
a possible successor state. Now, a state is said to be
inconsistent in case it has no successor at all.

The concept of non-determinism is reflected in an ex-
tended notion of a causal law where several expressions
(sfYs, sf+, mf+) can be associated with a single condi-
tion; each triple then determines a possible alternative:

Definition 10 Let ~" = Yr, t3Yr, n be a set of static and
momentary fluents. An eztended causal law is a struc-
ture c : {(sf~, sf+~ , mf+~ ),..., (sf~, +, mf+~)} where
n >_ 1; e C_ yr; sf~,sf + C_ yr ; and mf+ C jr
(l<i<n). ¯

Example 5 The Russian Turkey scenario (see e.g.
[Sandewall, 1992]) is obtained from the Yale Shooting
domain by adding an action fluent spin. The effect of
spinning its cylinder is that the gun becomes randomly
loaded or not, regardless of its state before. This non-
deterministic effect can be modeled by the following ex-
tended causal law:

Condition: { (sf[,s/.+, ,mf+i }

{spin} :{ ({loaded},O,O), 
(4)

(0, {:oaded}, o)

As for the special case of deterministic systems, the
combination of all most specific laws should determine
the behavior of the system at hand. Hence, we define for
each state s the set £(s) as

{ t e ~ I eond(t) C_ s & -~3t’ e #,. t’-< t & eond(t’) C_ s 

similar to Definition 5, where £ denotes the underlying
set of (extended) causal laws. Then, let £.(s) be the set
{cl : .41,..., ck : .4k} ( k _> 0 ), where each & is a set
of alternative triples. We define Poss(E.(s)) as

{ {ct: at ..... ch: ah}lal e ,A4 (1 _< i < k) 

containing each possible selection of alternatives. Each
element in Poss(£(s)) determines a possible successor
state of s, i.e.

(s, s’) ¯ 3v e Voss(£(,)). rrans(v, s).
For instance, consider (4) as the only applicable causal
law in the state s = {alive, spin}. Then, Poss(£(s)) is

{ {spin: ({loaded}, 0, 0)}, {spin: (0, {loaded}, 0)} },

hence (s, {alive)) ¯ and (s, {alive, lo aded}) ¯ ~.
The concept of non-determinism provides us with an

interesting solution to the problem of concurrently exe-
cuted actions with mutually exclusive effects. Consider,
for instance, the two causal laws

Condition : (sf-,sf+,mf+)

{push-door}: (O, {open},O) (5)

{pull-door} : ({open},0,0)
where push-door and pull-door denote action fluents
and the static fluent open describes the state of the door
under consideration here. Now, assume three agents act-
ing concurrently: the first one tries to push the door,
the second one tries to pull it, and the third agent in-
tends to lift the left hand side of the table inside the
room (c.f. (2)). Assume further that the door is closed
and no water spills out of the glass situated on the ta-
ble, then this situation can be expressed by the state
s = {push-door, pull-door, lift-left}. Now, aside from tt
in (2) both causal laws in (5) are applicable. However,
the first one requires the door to be open in the succeed-
ing state (open ¯ sf +) while the second one requires
the contrary ( open ̄  sf- ). Hence, our consistency con-
dition, (3), is not satisfied here.
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Most classical AI formalizations of concurrent actions
such as [Lin and Shoham, 1992; Baral and Gelfond, 1993;
Grofle, 1994] treat situations like s as inconsistent and,
hence, do not allow any conclusions whatsoever about
the successor state. Indeed, it is impossible that both ac-
tions push-door and pull-door are successful. However,
in [Bornscheuer and Thielscher, 1994] we argue (in the
context of a theory developed in [Gelfond and Lifschitz,
1993; Baral and Gelfond, 1993]) that one still intends to
draw at least some conclusions about uninvolved fluents,
e.g. concluding that the third agent is successful in lifting
the table, which causes the water to be spilled out.

The notion of non-determinism provides us with the
possibility to draw conclusions like the one just men-
tioned. Instead of declaring the successor state of s
as completely undefned, we take only the disputed flu-
ent(s) (here open ) as uncertain while any other ef-
fect (here water-spins, coming from (2)) occurs as 
tended. In our example, we then obtain two possi-
ble successor states of s, viz {open, water-spills} and
{water-spills}--providing us with the conclusion that
water-spills is an obligatory effect of s.

In general, we obtain the causal model in case of non-
deterministic systems as follows:

Definition 11 Let yr be a set offluents and £ a set
of (extended) causal laws. For each state s over yr let
£(s) denote the set

{ t e c. I cond(t) c_ s ~ -~3t’ ~ C.. t’ ~ t S~ cond(t’) }.
Now, if £(s) = {cl : A1,...,cs : As} (k _~ 0) then 
Poss(£(s)) be the set

( {c, : a,,...,c,: adla, e ~ (1 < i < k) 
and define (s, s’) E ~ iff

3p ~ eoss(£(s)), sf~ ~ Con/~(p). s’ = T~ans(p, s) 
where

Con~(p) := U static-(O n U static+(O.
zo:(.) Le,:(,)

The set Confl(p) is intended to contain all disputed
fluents (c.f. (3)), and each possible combination of these
fiuents determines a possible successor state.6

Finally, the semantics developed in the previous sec-
tion is extended to non-deterministic dynamic systems
in the following way:
Definition 12 Let (yr, ~) be a non-deterministic dy-
namic system with action fluents yr~ C yr. Furthermore,
let p = [al,..., an] ( n > 0 ) be a sequence of sets of ac-
tion fiuents (i.e. a~ C__ yr~ ) and let so be a consistent
state. A triple (p, ao, (sl,..., s,,, s,,+l,...)) is devel-
opment iff

¯ $1 ~ 80 U al,
Uai+l for each l<i<n,¯ (si, s~) E and si +l = si

¯ (si, si+l) E ̄  for each i _~ 
and each state sl,..., sn is consistent. ¯

6Note that we are supposed to remove the sets sf~ from
Trans(p, s) due to the fact that all elements in Confl(p) are
first of all added when computing Trans(p, s).
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